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#workfromhome
Let this be a time for us to appreciate what we have.
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We asked: How will Covid-19 change 
the path for Salesflo?  They answered…ColumnDirectors

“it is not the strongest of species that survives, nor 
the most intelligent, but the one that is most 
adaptable to change”. 
 
Same goes for the strongest companies, you can 
either be defined by a disaster or wrecked by it or 
you can strengthen yourself in it. For Salesflo, we 
will start seeing acceleration in some trends and a 
fair amount of deceleration in others. Key is to get 
on top of the right priorities and concentrate on 
firing full cylinders. I believe we are on the right 
path with fulfilling deliveries to current customers, 
Project Darwin on Salesflo Core and hyper 
accelerating Jugnu. Now metrics have also started 
to point that we are likely to come out stronger iA.

“COVID-19 is likely to accelerate fundamental and 
structural changes across industries that were 
inevitable in any case but are now likely to occur 
way faster than they would otherwise. At Salesflo, 
customers success will remain the top priority and 
will continue to play a pivotal role to transit 
customers through emerging trends like eRTM to 
virtual deployment solutions. These 
unprecedented times proven, Salesflo is well 
positioned to develop & deploy future emerging 
solutions for the industry rather adopt them later. 

Ahsan Muhammad Khan

Sharoon Saleem

Syed Khurram Haider
I won’t say that times are bad .. yes challenging but 
not bad .. and when there is challenge we should 
try and stay calm, be confident of the things we are 
trying to do, communicate & collaborate with each 
other, be compassionate with those who are 
struggling and yes don’t forget to give back 
something to the community!18
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Column
First of all, it’s not a matter of future – COVID-19 
already has changed the path for everyone. 
Salesflo is no exception. It is up to us if this will be 
for the better or worse!

I hear from a lot of people saying, “When will we 
be back to normal?” – While yes everyone misses 
the friend’s meetups, outings, and social 
gatherings, which will eventually return – a lot has 
however also changed permanently. The sooner 
we accept, the better off we would be.

Digital adoption has been hyper-accelerated 
across industries. Sales will be one of the most 
transformed sectors post COVID and Salesflo has 
the opportunity to lead this for the entire industry!

New business models are being created – Startups 
will be challenged by newer and more agile 
startups.
Are we able to maintain the same agility as would 
be demonstrated by a completely new startup? 

Lifebuoy Hand Sanitizers is a classic example on 
how large elephant sized organizations are even 
transforming. Something that typically would have 
taken Unilever a minimum of 12-18 months to 
launch in Pakistan, was converted from an idea to 
production and in market within 6-8 weeks on a 
large scale (That’s 10x faster speed to market for 
an incumbent). 

Ask yourselves: Are our innovations turnaround 
times in Weeks/Months or are we able to turn 
opportunities to reality in hours/days? If you have 
been working on the same feature for more than 4 
weeks; I have bad news for you – you belong to 
the BC age (Before Corona). If you can recount a 
couple of examples on how you picked up an 
opportunity and galvanized everyone to execute 
and were able to cross the finish line in hours/days 
– Welcome to the new world; you are build for the 
AC (After Corona) world.

As we mature as a startup, we must safeguard our 
most prized asset of remaining “Nimble and Agile” 
on our attitude yet extremely rigid on the outcome 
to “Drive Value through innovation for our 
customers”

Severe any emotional linkages with product 
features. It means to let go of your hard work on a 
feature or an entire product you so dearly worked 
on for months – reevaluate the new realities for 

your customers and speed up execution on the 
new opportunities. Project Darwin to launch Video 
Broadcast to order bookers, Salesflo Learning 
Center and hyper-scaling Jugnu are great examples 
of how you all demonstrated this mindset and 
executed these projects in the last 4 post Covid 
weeks. Kudos to all for setting this new 
benchmark. This will remain a major theme of “Do 
more of” in the times to come.

Directors

Yasir Suleman Memon
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One
If you had to choose a female boss for yourself 
from Salesflo, who would it be? Why?
Female bosses tend to be mean and make your life 
miserable. Zehra is cool, calm and composed I don’t 
think she will ever go into that phase.

Who has it easier – men or women?
Women in Pakistan, no doubt about it.

If you are the acting VP of Salesflo for a day, what 
policy would you enact for that day?
All employees to get a leave on their birthday. 

What was the first thing you bought with your own 
money?
I bought a bag for my mom.

What’s something you want to do in the next year 
that you’ve never done before?
Paragliding, the concept scares me, but I really want 
to experience it.

What job would you be terrible at?
Swimming instructor, I have a fear of drowning.

All-time favorite movie?
Shrek

What’s your most interesting/embarrassing office 
story?
My last day at Salesflo Karachi office is what comes 
to mind. I was quite emotional and just couldn't 
stop crying, especially when it was time to go home. 
Aleem and Mahjabeen who were part of my team 
that time were also teary, and I remember Hamzas' 
teased me about it as well.

Choose a movie title for the story of your life
Literally, “Karachi se Lahore” 

Minute with
Saman Farooq

What’s the strangest talent that you have?
I'm really good at guessing who someone is based 
on the noises they make when they close/open the 
office door without looking at who it is.

If you had to choose one food item to have every 
day for the rest of your life, which would it be?
Rowtisserie flame grilled chicken with potato gratin.

What is the nerdiest thing you do in your spare 
time?
Can’t relate, I am not a nerd.
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paparazzi moments

Setting up 'Raza bhai ki 
dukaan' at midnight before 

Lights, camera... bright 
karain issay!

Scheming ways to ditch 
the paparazzi

Heated discussions on 
shoot... "apna dabba 
rakhain ya deal box?"

And... it’s a wrap. Pack-up!

JugnuAd BTS Behind the scenes of the Jugnu 
digital commercial video



SpotlightTeam Shahmir Khan

We all saw the Jugnu Ad, now let’s meet the team 
behind it! Presenting to you - Our design team, full 
of energy and jazz! Always looking for the perfect 
alignment and color scheme, while minimalism is 
their only theme! 

1) Explain your role in one line 
Managing the musketeers.

2) How would you describe ...

3) Best team moment?
I’d have to say the the jugnu DVC. It was very 
hectic, crazy fun and got plenty of time to bond 
with the team.
 

Raazia - witty
Mahrukh - lively
Innama - sharp

188
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1) Explain your role in one line
Engage-d (its complicated)

2) How would you describe ...

3) Best team moment?
Jugnu DVC shoot

Raazia Mahrukh Innama

1) Explain your role in one line
Oompa Loompa #3’

2) How would you describe ...

3) Best team moment?
The day we were at the shoot of ‘Jugnu’ Ad! 

Shahmir: Mentor 
Mahrukh: Fairy God-sister #1
Raazia: Fairy God-sister #2

1) Explain your role in one line
Prompting the universe to give us all 'nice 
weekends'

2) How would you describe  ...

3) Best team moment?
Playing Antakshari in Shahmir's car on our way 
back from the DVC shoot.

Shahmir: Mufasa 
Cause Mufasa is a great leader and gives  
some seriously good advice to Simba about 
becoming a king.
Mahrukh: Dory
Cause Dory teaches us to just keep 
swimming! Life gets tough, 
and still she has a positive outlook on life.
Innama: Remmy from Ratatouille. 
Cause he teaches us to move past the rat 
race. You are not born to be like everyone 
around you.

Shahmir: Sincere
Raazia: Courageous
Innama: Composed

18
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Recommendations
The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel: 
An upbeat and witty show with a much-needed 
message for our times, Rachel Brosnahan's 
performance is fantastic and one for the ages.
Zehra Saad 

Anne with an E
Set out in an old English setting the story of the girl 
Anne gives viewers a sense of hope to live and 
cherish the small things in life we take for granted.
Raazia Nadeem

What are people 
watching?

Searching
A mystery/thriller where the whole movie is captured 
as a screen recording from a computer screen.
Safian Haq

GMTK (Game Maker's Toolkit)
A channel with videos on game design, fun and 
engaging videos which explores how design 
derives the overall user experience.
Safian Haq 
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Recommendations
What are people reading?

The Road Less Traveled 
by M.Scott Peck
This book truly changes the perspective 
of how we see problems and our 
relationships with other people.
Raazia Nadeem

Men are from Mars, 
Women are from Venus
Understanding of relationship conflicts, 
how each gender is accustomed to its 
own set of emotional balances, 
cultures, and values.
Saqlain Shoaib 

Podcast: Work Life By 
Adam Grant
All of the content is top notch and it is 
the only podcast that has ads I’m 
happy to listen to. It takes you into the 
minds of industry professionals to 
discover the keys to a better work life
Zehra Saad

What are people listening to?

Podcast: Lore by Aaron 
Mahnke
Lore is a podcast about non-fiction 
scary stories. Each episode examines 
historical events that show the dark 
side of human nature and is presented 
in a style that's been compared to a 
campfire experience.
Deebaj Gardezi
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Guesswho?

Left to right: Insha, Saqlain, Raazia, M Nauman

???

???                                   

    
   

   
 ??

???



What is your name?
"Naam mein kia rakha hai beta, banday ki hai pehchan us ka kaam, btw whats urs?"

When will the COVID-19 end? Commander Safeguard kahan hai akhir? 
Covid-19 hai, koi weekend nai jo end hojaye, tab tak haath dhotay raho dhoray raho!

Why not get bonus on payroll of RFS?
Good question! According to sir Khurram’s principle, fire na hona hi RFS ka bonus hai..

Baba Jee kuch log instructions follow nai kartay? Kya karain unka?
Hum kya nursery mai hain jo instructions follow karwarahay hain? Grow up, grow up, 
baba jee talks to grownups!

Baba Jee I feel very stressed and anxious all the time? What should I do?
Dil mein na rakho bol do, Uper Rab nechay Rabbia, sunnay kay liye hi bethy hain..

Baba Jee ko sub maloom hai
???                                   

    
   

   
 ??
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“You are such a wonderful leader i have ever 
found from rest of my professional career. 
I have learnt a lot of things from you!”

Ahsan HanifSay it outLoud!

“Love your contagious energy and enthusiasm”

  “I really love your positive energy”

Mahrukh

“He is very good at 
managing things; I 
appreciate him the 
way he handles all 
the situations.”

Kamal Shams 

“Totally gem of a human 
   being! He is always support
    ing me and tell me how to 
     do things, always a helping 
      hand!. May Allah bless him”

Faheem Qadir

“I would acknowledge the admirable habit  
  of Aurangzeb & Salman to work as a 
    team and guided us whenever new module 
     launches, and they circulate information 
      among the team immediately!”

Aurangzeb Zafar & Salman Haider 

Sharing thoughts about our colleagues…..



Travel
By Anamta Khan

My friends & I went on a trip to Kashmir in 2015 just 
after graduation, and going to Kashmir obviously meant 
hiking. I knew I had a fear of heights but didn't know to 
what extent. On the day of the hike, I told myself 
"Anamta just don't look down, chahe kuch bhi ho jai". I 
was able to finish 70% of the hike, but then but then all 
of a sudden I looked down & stopped, and next thing 
you know, I started crying like a 2 year old, sitting on my 
knees in a corner. At that point, I honestly didn't know 
what else to and had to ask my friends to carry on while 
I just sat there alone.

But that also turned out to be one of the best 
experiences ever for me; while sitting there alone 

waiting to catch some breath, a young Kashmiri girl 
brought water for me, and asked me if I would like to 
visit her mother. It was such a sweet gesture, that I 
could not refuse, and followed her path. She pointed her 
tiny, beautiful house at the edge of the mountain, for 
which we had to hike a little (but I was so taken aback 
by the little girl’s gesture that it made me forget about 
my fear!). Her mother served yummy and aromatic 
Kashmiri chai which one always dream of here in 
Karachi, plus I had a chance to experience their lifestyle 
and beautifully decorated homes with colorful cutlery.  

One of the most unforgettable memories ever – Being 
alone, full of fear & trusting a complete stranger! 

story
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@salesfloHappenings

Good times & tan lines!
Karachi team enjoying their away day at beach, with food games & music! 

Women’s Day
An equal world is an enabled world – keeping this theme in mind Salesflo celebrated International Women’s 
Day 2020 with great fervor. We also invited Amal Jafri, Marketing Manager Unilever for an insightful and 
interactive guest speaker session on gender roles. 

Motivational Mondays
Guest speaker – Nauman Sikandar Mirza, CEO foodpanda 
spoke about his success story & what it means to be a part 
of a startup family! 
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Go-Live
Nestle Pakistan has also joined the Salesflo Band-
wagon, with their first distribution Go Live in Lahore 
in the first week of March. Achievement Unlocked! 

Cricket Frenzy
Cricket matches are not about losing and winning, it is 
about enjoying! – Our Hyderabad team taking a break 
from everyday hustle, and building their team spirit by 
playing a friendly internal cricket match. 

Training Session
The HR team conducted a full day training session 
on Interpersonal Effectiveness in Hyderabad. As 
Leonardo said: Learning never exhausts the mind”  
Upcoming training sessions in 

LUMS Career Fair
Representing Salesflo at LUMS Career Fair for their 
upcoming GT Drive 2020! 
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Photography competition
in focusPhotographyCompetition Winners

Saman Farooq
Landscape Photography

Ahsan Hanif
Food Photography

Raazia Nadeem
Street Photography
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Feedback
Tell us what you think about this newsletter

https://forms.gle/jScfVvaEAG6bKPpL8

Anum Muneer 
I will go on trips!

Mazhar Anwar 
I will play volleyball with my teams 

Deebaj 
One thing that I will do more of when this (Covid-19) is over is - stop giving attention 
to most forwarded WhatsApp messages, because of all the undue hype they create.

Salman Haider 
Will spend most of the time in football field 

Muhammad Hamza
Anday wala burger, cheese pizza & concert… bus! 

they saidOne thing you will do when Covid - 19 is over?






